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Met police report stolen items

Skip to key content Skip to major navigation If you've lost or found a property in a public place, we can help. Answer the questions below to find out the best thing to do next. Emergencies: 9-1-1 Emergency: (314) 231-1212 Police Report Obtained: (314) 444-5551 Identification: (314) 444-5541 Criminalstor: 1-866-371-TIPS (1-866-371-TIPS) To find a police district by skipping to
8677) or (314) 241-COPS (2677), website home affairs: (314) 444-5652 Skip to Key Navigation To find a police district with key content, contact us using the Coronavirus (Covid-19) service. If you have been a victim of a crime or are a victim of a crime, report it here. It will help us bring the perpetrators to justice and prevent this from happening to others. Just answer some quick
questions below to find the best way to get in touch. The kind of information we provide here plays a big role in how we plan our policing. If you're looking for information about a major content skip key navigation live chat or want to contact us about what you think may violate government action, follow these links: Looking for help or information? Want to tell us something or report
a case? Use the simple tools below to find the best way to get in touch. I need to get in touch about ... Phone 999: Use our text phone service 18000 if you are deaf or deaf if a serious crime is underway, if someone is in immediate danger, or if your property is at risk of serious disruption. Alternatively, if you pre-registered with the emergency SMS service, look at the text on 999. If
the phone is in danger of a beep 999 but you can't talk on the phone, you should still call 999, then follow these instructions depending on whether you're calling from a mobile or landline. Call 101 for inquiries in case of an emergency. If you are deaf or hearing impaired, please use our text phone service on 18001 101. Call the UK Counter Terrorism Hotline on 0800 789 321. Use
this number if you are contacting us from outside the UK. To anonymously report a crime or suspicious behavior, contact criminalstor. Use the search box below to find the nearest police station or contact point. You can report crimes, problems and incidents here. All you have to do is choose from the options below. Is there any new information or evidence that could affect the
outcome of an ongoing case or report? If so, we'll contact you and if there's a development, we'll contact you. Note: This is not a place to report new crimes or incidents. Report a new crime or accident. Click Start to provide new information about an existing case or crime report. Click Start Updating Road Traffic Accident Report 'Start' to provide new information about existing road
traffic accident reports.
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